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The vast right wing conspiracy has found its General Patton, and his name is David Kahane.
Kahane's pseudonymous, satiric column for National Review Online, lampooning the Left via his
Hollywood-radical persona - Stephen Colbert's liberal doppelganger - is must-listening for political
aficionados of all stripes. Now, from the inside, Kahane proudly exposes the secret and
not-so-secret winning strategies (and vulnerabilities) of the Left and gives desperate conservatives a
roadmap to victory, in a take-no-prisoners manual modeled after Alinsky's Rules for Radicals, C. S.
Lewis' The Screwtape Letters, Machiavelli's Prince, and, of course, the Chicago Way.
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Instead of bizarre fantasies involving human waste, I would like to offer a real review. This book is a
witty and much-needed take on the tactics that many politicians use - and that we must understand
and counteract if we are to be successful in changing our ways.It pains me to say this, but the
message of this book is correct. Conservatives need to understand what Alinsky tactics are all
about.Highly recommended.

I think anyone who really reads David Kahane's book RULES FOR RADICAL CONSERVATIVES
(Beating The Left At Its Own Game To Take Back America) has to admit that in what is sometimes
a tongue-in-check approach the author is making some really good points---and setting the record
straight.There is sometimes a big disconnect in what is the truth and what is portrayed as the truth,

espcially in a time when some in the media and in politics have built a career of twisting facts for
their own gain. I think it is high time that Americans take it upon themselves to really become
educated about the issues and not letting others define who or what we are.Kahane take a
methodical approach to looking at exactly how we got into the shape we are in today, but he doesn't
stop there. If he has, we wouldn't have caught what I believe to be the book's purpose. He gives us
a commonsense roadmap to getting on the right track and staying there.With an all-important
mid-term election on the horizon, there is not one individual who shouldn't feel as though this
election---and every election---is critical to what is happening in this country. Kahane stresses this in
a way that is not preachy, but matter-of-fact. If we want to see real change from the busines as
usual, we have to start working today.In my opinion RULES FOR RADICAL CONSERVATIVES is
just the shot in the arm needed to wake us up and keep us moving forward.

Walsh/Kahane puts it best when he notes (as does anyone paying attention) that liberals demonize,
mock and attack only those things they legitimately fear, e.g. Sarah Palin, Glenn Beck, Michele
Bachmann, Christians, reason, moderation, competing viewpoints, etc. The more fundamentally
correct, true and tenable a position is, the more liberals will screech and shriek AROUND the issue,
without ever addressing the issue itself:Arizona immigration law mirrors Federal laws = RACISTS!
PROFILERS!Opposition to Muslim community center located near Ground Zero (to include a
mosque and--as acknowledged by center's proponents--as celebration of 9/11/01 attacks) =
RACISTS! ISLAMOPHOBES!Saul Alinsky is denied emeritus status, in part because a board
member's father was killed by proponent of Alinsky's ideology and tactics = THREAT TO
ACADEMIC FREEDOM!I'm tired of getting played by their rules; I want to play BY their rules. And I
will support those who will metaphorically punch them in the mouth. (see Coulter, A.; Gutfeld, G.;
Rubio, R.; Christie, C.; DiNizio, P.; Malkin, M.; Goldberg, J.; Sowell, T.; et al.)

Rules for Radical Conservatives is not a manual for either faint-hearted `compassionistas' nor one
looking for a new second hobby. This manual takes it for granted that we - you, me, any serious
conservative/libertarian independent - will fight to the death. That means last-resort barricades, in
extremis, but, more, and more likely, we cannot rest if we want our freedoms. We really must be
diligently vigilant from first voter registration in youth until the voter dies if he - we - want to stay free
and own the prosperity we earn.For me, it seems some proselytizing among the `super-entitled' is
going to be necessary. These hearts which only bleed for themselves and their petulant claims need
to be reclaimed for their own real, true, actual, historically tested, time honored American good. This

book, and through Kahane's experience and hard-earned resolve we have some means spelled out
and other methods given blueprints. As well, I even see some application to resistance of Sharia
Islam given active play.Though I am still in the reading process and not yet done, I do miss the
necessary, even vital, moral component by which Thatcher helped resurrect Great Britain, Reagan
gave leadership to us during his Presidency and Pope John Paul II, the Great, helped free eastern
Europe from Stalinist communism. This is an important aspect, our morality. Our founders more
than recommended it, they insisted on it. Alexis de Tocqueville noted its fundamental place in the
American exceptionalism and citizen persona. Is there a sequel in the works that trumps the low
amorality (at best) of Alinsky-ist anarchistic nihilism and despotic socialism with return to
Judeao-Christian principles to guide our general population and policies?I could say more, but I am
such a verbosity machine. Still and all, a five-star book by an interested and involved writing citizen:
Thanks, Mr. Kahane.

This is a sobering wake up call which illuminates the low level tactics the Left has been employing
over the last 40 years or so.Kahane's style is tongue-in cheek but that has the effect of giving his
message resonance. His chief point is to take off the gloves and realize the nature of the opponent.
Political correctness is DEAD. Truth is the new "hate" speech or so the Left would have us believe.
No more acquiescence to the left on anything!Any and every statement from the liberal camp is to
challenged. Once speech is controled then thought is restricted and liberty is in peril.Kahane
implores the reader to not relinquish the moral high ground. Example: if you disagree with Obama
and have the temerity to put voice to that then you must be a "racist". Policy can't have anything to
do with it.The technique of course is to discredit an opposing voice (certainly a "racist" or "hater"
isn't worth listening to.) If there is contempt to dish out the Left serves a healthy spoonful. Contempt
and derision are useful tools and giving the left a dose of Thierry own medicine is the
prescription.What's good for the goose.... Also the left hates to be mocked about anything. Never
pass up a chance to take shots (deservedly or not, it doesn't matter). Look at that a$$wipe Colbert
and learn. Adopt a healthy contempt for the "values" of the opponent and be vocal about it. Do not
accept a charge of "hater"; this is time to drive a stake through Political Correctness. This book
belongs on the shelf next to Thomas Sowell's "Dismantling America", "Visions of the Annointed",
Goldberg's "Liberal Fascism" and Orwell's 1984/Animal Farm.
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